EAST SIDE GAMES LAUNCHES “ARCHER: DANGER PHONE” MOBILE GAME!
Inspired by FX Networks’ Emmy® Award-Winning Animated Comedy Series, Archer.
Play the official mobile game today and get ready for Season 11 of Archer,
Premiering Wednesday, September 16 at 10p ET/PT on FXX.
VANCOUVER, AUGUST 17, 2020 - East Side Games, in collaboration with FX Networks, 20th Century Studios Games, and
Truly Social Games, is proud to announce the launch of ARCHER: DANGER PHONE, based on the Emmy Award-winning
animated series from FX, Archer.
In ARCHER: DANGER PHONE, the world economy has been plunged into chaos and the only way to survive is to lead a
team of hapless spies in a global cryptocurrency operation that’s just crazy enough to work!
ARCHER: DANGER PHONE is a narrative-driven idle game where fans are put in charge of their own dysfunctional
espionage agency. Collect and upgrade favorite Archer characters, send them on lucrative missions to fund operations and
take advantage of their get-rich-quick schemes to stay afloat.
GAME FEATURES
• Become the director of a never-ending Archer episode filled with familiar moments and brand-new storylines.
• Collect fan-favorite agents, villains and killer cyborgs, and send them on exotic missions to bring back awesome rewards.
• Fund and upgrade the agency through money-making schemes optimized for personal gain.
• Automate operations to generate a fortune in cryptocurrency.
• Shoot it out in boss fights, and then start all over to make even more crypto-cash!
ARCHER: DANGER PHONE is available to play now on iOS and Android!
www.archerdangerphone.com
LINK TO PRESSKIT
Archer is an animated, half-hour comedy that, in its 11th season, follows Sterling Archer and his return to the spy world after a three-year coma. The Emmy
Award-winning series returns Wednesday, September 16 on FXX with two new episodes airing back-to-back at 10 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. ET/PT. The new
episodes will be available the following day on FX on Hulu, which also features all past seasons of Archer.

----------------East Side Games is a proudly independent and profitable game studio with a collaborative, creative, and fun culture, located in Vancouver, Canada. The
studio has been operating since 2011 and is best known for Trailer Park Boys: Greasy Money, Always Sunny: Gang Goes Mobile, and The Goldbergs: Back
to the 80s. Learn more at http://www.eastsidegames.com/press/
Truly Social Games makes delightful and extremely engaging games that are inclusive for all ages. Whether you want to play for a couple of minutes or a
couple of hours; getting a last game in before your bus arrives, or staying in with your family and friends on a rainy weekend. The TSG team has a blast
tinkering to make the best possible experiences, then shares them with our players. We collaborate with our community, and work together to fine-tune
the fun.
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